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any continuing economic argument for continued education level and skills of its population than with
population growth. The health of our country does the size of the population.
not depend on it, nor does the vitality of business,
Recognizing that any essay dances lightly across
nor the welfare of the average person." Since then, difficult terrain, I would suggest that public policy is
we have added 60 million new Americans.
changing rapidly on the issue of population and its
Today, nations and regions are going through a related issue of immigration. As the Cairo
similar process on other aspects of growth. They are, Conference on Population and Development stated:
for the first time, asking questions about their "Population-related goals and policies are integral
demographic destiny. Fear of crime, gangs, parts of cultural, economic and social development,
congestion, pollution, foreign immigrants, earth- the principal aim of which is to improve the quality
quakes,firesand reduced quality of life are the most of life of all people."
frequently cited reasons for leaving California. The
It has been said the hardest challenge to public
Clinton administration's muddled immigration policy is to change a policy that has been successful.
policy is contributing to the unease. On his recent A world that has always promoted population growth
trip to Mexico and Central America, the President is now moving to stabilize that same growth. Both at
decried illegal immigration but seemed to shrink a world and a regional level, people are thinking the
from any major steps to deport illegals or refugees unthinkable, questioning the unquestionable, and
overstaying their welcome.
reforming the previously unalterable.
Perhaps the most common reason
given for additional population growth is
that it is good for the economy. At the
risk of treating lightly what is a complex
subject, it is important to point out that
Entries of permanent immigrants
the fastest growing per capita incomes
Hong Kong
Total Asian
are in countries with the lowest rates of
(thousands)
immigrants
immigrants
population growth. Conversely the
lowest (or negative) rates of per capita
income growth are in countries widi the
highest population growth.
Not all members of a region (or
country) experience the same economic
impact from a growing population.
Large landowners and those involved in
real estate benefit disproportionately.
But the benefit to the average person is
more problematic. Japan, for instance,
has set a policy of increasing the per
capita wealth of its existing citizens. Its
partial, includes China, HK, India,
public policy since World War II has
Vietnam, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
been to slow population growth
Fiji, Chinese Taipei, Malaysia
dramatically. The Japanese go to great
lengths to eliminate low-skill jobs by
automation and try to move the
workforce into higher value-added jobs.
With 120 million people on an island
the size of Montana, they want a high
quality workforce — not an endlessly
growing population. The wealth of a
country has much more to do with the
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Those 'Marrying Sams'
Here's another case study of immigration fraud
by James Walsh

female aliens who wanted either to come to the
United States or to remain here after their
[In the previous issue of The Social Contract we featured temporary visas expired.
an article by fames Walsh, retired from a position as
Once an alien spouse received the coveted work
Associate General Counsel at the Immigration and permit—previously known as a green card but since
Naturalization Service. Over the years Walsh has collected 1996 a pink card — and become a Lawful Permanent
true stories of flagrant attempts by aliens to attain entry to Resident (LPR), the couple suddenly discovered
the United States. Some of these frauds are quite ingenious irreconcilable differences and filed for divorce. The
and many are downright humorous. We offer another story U.S. citizen usually received an additional $200 for
from his collection here and hope to keep this column open appearing at the final divorce hearing. Since few
couples ever consummated the marriages, most were
for many editions to come.]
clear cases of immigration fraud, which U.S. law
t a Texas university, three Pakistani and two classifies as a felony. With divorce decree in hand,
Indian students joined forces to demonstrate the LPR was then free to marry a mate of similar
their entrepreneurial skills — despite the fact ethnic or religious background, who could enter the
that India and Pakistan are otherwise bitter enemies. U.S. as an LPR spouse, with no need for a facilitator
Greed makes strange bedfellows too, as the five fee. The United States dius gained two new alien
students became middlemen, or as they call residents admitted on die basis of the marriage-fraud
themselves, facilitators, in a fraudulent marriage game.
brokerage business for foreign nationals in need of
The Marrying Sams operated for two years out of
immigration papers.
their Texas university until they graduated and
Their business plan was simple; they paid money- relocated their business to die eastern United States.
strapped co-eds — U.S. Citizens (USCs) all — the A disgruntled co-ed, on learning how much the
sum of $500 to marry Afghan, Bangladeshi, Indian, facilitators were collecting from the foreign
Pakistani, or Sri Lankan foreign students attending nationals, demanded a larger cut for her past and
the university on student visas. The facilitators, on future "marriages." When die facilitators refused she
the other hand, collected $13,000 from each foreign blew the whistle. Once die INS began questioning
national thus matched. The newlyweds would then the facilitators about dieir multi-million-dollar
hurry to the nearest INS office to file for a non- scheme, they up and left the country. Today, diey
immigrant visa for the spouse of the U.S. citizen. continue to operate from abroad, using relatives in
The marriages involved litde overhead other than die United States and recruiting women mainly from
the payments to the co-eds, local marriage license rural areas in die eastern United States — having
fees, and fees charged by those performing the had dieir fill of capitalist college girls. Their
ceremonies.
international immigration marriage-fraud operation
Expanding their business to nearby universities, survives today by staying one step ahead of die INS.
they also began locating male USCs willing to marry As one facilitator remarked, "There are just too
many people wanting to get die U.S. dollar."

A

MORAL: The INS should monitor all entries made
by spouses of USCs or LPRs; and divorces witiiin
diree years of entry should be investigated for
immigration fraud — valid marriages will be able to
bear die scrutiny.
B£I9

James Walsh, a former associate general counsel with
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), is
a consultant on immigration policy. He is a frequent

contributor to THE SOCIAL CONTRACT.
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